Manufacturer: Berry Plastics Corporation
Model: 211RCR
ASTM Type: VIIK

Description:

This package consists of a one-piece plastic aerosol overcap (Figure 1), which fits over the rim on a straight walled aerosol container.

![Figure 1](image)

Inside the aerosol overcap there are four rims $90^\circ$ apart (see arrows in Figure 2) and a triangle under three of the four rims (see one triangle with rim in Figure 3). The aerosol overcap is removed by pressing down at one location, which starts a seesaw-like action, followed by pulling up at another location $180^\circ$ away and then removing the overcap.
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The manufacturer’s instructions on the closure are (Figure1):

TO OPEN
PRESS DOWN
AT ARROW (arrow pointing to the right)

(arrow pointing to the left) PULL UP
AT ARROW